Silver Chris Wooding
Eventually, you will no question discover a further experience and execution by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? pull off you agree to that you require to acquire those every needs as soon as
having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to comprehend even more all but the globe, experience, some places,
when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own time to exploit reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is
Silver Chris Wooding below.

An Airship Named Desire - Katherine McIntyre
2012-10-18
Airships, sky-pirates, smugglers and soldiers...
An Airship Named Desire is an action-filled
steampunk adventure. Ever since their last
botched smuggling job, First Mate Bea and the
crew of her airship can barely afford fuel, let
alone a barrel of grog. So, when a gentleman
silver-chris-wooding

from Old Germany offers them a fortune to steal
a locked box from a British merchant airship,
they jump at the opportunity. Somehow, though,
their employer forgot to mention the box's
military escort, and the Morlock mercenaries
who would kill to get their hands on it. Oh, and
that if made public, the contents could engulf
Europe in another devastating war. Stealing the
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box was the easy part. Now, with a target on
their back, and some of the toughest characters
in the sky after them, they have to find a way to
survive. If the crew of the Desire don't polish
their pistols and prepare for a hell of a fight,
they'll end up worse than grounded. After all,
everyone from the Brits to the Morlocks will kill
for the contents of that box, and no one survives
an airship crash.
Velocity - Chris Wooding 2017-02-28
Buckle up for a fast-paced, high-octane thrill
ride!Cassica and Shiara are best friends. They
couldn't be more different, but their differences
work to their advantage -- especially when
they're drag racing. Cassica is fearless and
determined, making her the perfect driver for
daring, photo-finish victories. Shiara is
intelligent and creative, able to build cars out of
scrap and formulate daring strategies from the
passenger's seat.Now they've set their sights on
the Widowmaker -- the biggest, most
anticipated, and most dangerous race of the
silver-chris-wooding

year. The winners get a pass to a life of luxury
and fame. The losers, more often than not, die in
fiery explosions. And even if Cassica and Shiara
survive the deadly three-day challenge... their
friendship might be roadkill.This breathless
reimagining of extreme sports is perfect for fans
of Mad Max: Fury Road and NASCAR.
Amber and Clay - Laura Amy Schlitz 2021-03-09
The Newbery Medal–winning author of Good
Masters! Sweet Ladies! gives readers a virtuoso
performance in verse in this profoundly original
epic pitched just right for fans of poetry, history,
mythology, and fantasy. Welcome to ancient
Greece as only genius storyteller Laura Amy
Schlitz can conjure it. In a warlike land of wind
and sunlight, “ringed by a restless sea,” live
Rhaskos and Melisto, spiritual twins with little in
common beyond the violent and mysterious
forces that dictate their lives. A Thracian slave in
a Greek household, Rhaskos is as common as
clay, a stable boy worth less than a donkey,
much less a horse. Wrenched from his mother at
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a tender age, he nurtures in secret, aided by
Socrates, his passions for art and philosophy.
Melisto is a spoiled aristocrat, a girl as precious
as amber but willful and wild. She’ll marry and
be tamed—the curse of all highborn girls—but
risk her life for a season first to serve Artemis,
goddess of the hunt. Bound by destiny, Melisto
and Rhaskos—Amber and Clay—never meet in
the flesh. By the time they do, one of them is a
ghost. But the thin line between life and death is
just one boundary their unlikely friendship
crosses. It takes an army of snarky gods and
fearsome goddesses, slaves and masters,
mothers and philosophers to help shape their
story into a gorgeously distilled, symphonic tour
de force. Blending verse, prose, and illustrated
archeological “artifacts,” this is a tale that
vividly transcends time, an indelible reminder of
the power of language to illuminate the overand underworlds of human history.
Storm Thief - Chris Wooding 2014-05-01
Perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman and Michael
silver-chris-wooding

Grant, this darkly thrilling novel is a powerful
blend of fantasy and science-fiction. Rail and
Moa are two teenage thieves. Vago is a golem of
metal and flesh. All three are denizens of
Orokos, a city scoured by chaotic storms that
rearrange streets and turn children into glass.
No one can enter the city, or leave. Until one day
Rail finds a mysterious artifact that may hold the
key to the secrets of the city - and the chance of
escape. And so begins an impossible quest. Get
ready for a breathtaking adventure.
The Gone World - Tom Sweterlitsch 2018
Time-travel secret agent Shannon Moss visits
future time periods for clues about a Navy SEAL
astronaut's murdered family and the
disappearance of his teenage daughter, a case
that is complicated by the SEAL's and Shannon's
own impact on the timeline.
The Ace of Skulls: A Tale of the Ketty Jay - Chris
Wooding 2014-08-12
The intrepid crew of the Ketty Jay have been
shot down, set up, double-crossed and ripped
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off. They’ve stolen priceless treasures, destroyed
a 10,000-year-old Azryx city and sort-ofaccidentally blown up the son of the Archduke.
Now they’ve gone and started a civil war. This
time, they’re really in trouble. As Vardia
descends into chaos, Captain Darian Frey is
doing his best to keep his crew out of it. He’s got
his mind on other things, not least the fate of
Trinica Dracken. But wars have a way of
dragging people in, and sooner or later they’re
going to have to pick a side. It’s a choice they’ll
be staking their lives on. Cities fall and daemons
rise. Old secrets are uncovered and new threats
revealed. When the smoke clears, who will be
left standing?
The Iron Jackal - Chris Wooding 2014-03-11
A big slice of non-stop, action-packed, wisecracking fun from the Ketty Jay, and Captain
Darien Frey. Things are finally looking good for
Captain Frey and his crew. The Ketty Jay has
been fixed up good as new. They've got their
first taste of fortune and fame. And, just for
silver-chris-wooding

once, nobody is trying to kill them. In fact, she's
offered them a job - one that will take them deep
into the desert heart of Samarla, the land of
their ancient enemies. To a place where the
secrets of the past lie in wait for the unwary.
Even Trinica Dracken, Frey's ex-fiancée and
long-time nemesis, has given up her quest for
revenge. Secrets that might very well cost Frey
everything. Join the crew of the Ketty Jay on
their greatest adventure yet: a story of mayhem
and mischief, roof-top chases and death-defying
races, murderous daemons, psychopathic golems
and a particularly cranky cat. This time, Frey's
in a race against the clock for the ultimate prize:
to save his own life.
Omniscience Among Mortals - Andrew Casher
2021-01-22
In a world ravaged by a super virus known as
“The Great Crisis of Man”, the final humans
struggle to survive within a domed-in city.
Joseph – a lowly cubicle worker for the
government – awakens from a prophetic dream
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during work, leading him to believe that he
knows how to find the meaning of life. The first
step on his list is to do the unthinkable: break
out of the city. After risking his life and leaving
everything he knew behind, Joseph soon comes
to realize that the outside world is not dead as
he was led to believe. Civilizations begin to
rebuild under the law of life and death,
harnessing the ancient and rediscovered powers
of magic. The outside world is cruel and
unforgiving, but Joseph’s eyes are locked on an
ominous mountain looming in the distance.
Paper Things - Jennifer Richard Jacobson
2015-02-10
When forced to choose between staying with her
guardian and being with her big brother, Ari
chose her big brother. There’s just one
problem—Gage doesn’t actually have a place to
live. When Ari’s mother died four years ago, she
had two final wishes: that Ari and her older
brother, Gage, would stay together always, and
that Ari would go to Carter, the middle school
silver-chris-wooding

for gifted students. So when nineteen-year-old
Gage decides he can no longer live with their
bossy guardian, Janna, Ari knows she has to go
with him. But it’s been two months, and Gage
still hasn’t found them an apartment. He and Ari
have been “couch surfing,” staying with Gage’s
friend in a tiny apartment, crashing with Gage’s
girlfriend and two roommates, and if necessary,
sneaking into a juvenile shelter to escape the
cold Maine nights. But all of this jumping around
makes it hard for Ari to keep up with her
schoolwork, never mind her friendships, and
getting into Carter starts to seem impossible.
Will Ari be forced to break one of her promises
to Mama? Told in an open, authentic voice, this
nuanced story of hiding in plain sight may have
readers thinking about homelessness in a whole
new way.
Vengewar - Kevin J. Anderson 2021-01-19
Kevin J. Anderson's sequel to Spine of The
Dragon brings bitter rivalry and blood feud—that
might be the downfall of the human kingdoms.
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Two continents at war, the Three Kingdoms and
Ishara, have been in conflict for a thousand
years. But when an outside threat arises—the
reawakening of a powerful ancient race that
wants to remake the world—the two warring
nations must somehow set aside generations of
hatred to form an alliance against a far more
deadly enemy. Book One awakened the great
dragon, and set the kingdoms at each other’s
throats. In Book Two, Vengewar, the Three
Kingdoms are shattering under pressure from an
inexperienced new King who is being led by an
ambitious regent to ignore the threat of the
Wreths, in favor of a Vengewar with Ishara. His
brother and uncle can see only the danger of the
Older Race. In Ishara, the queen lies in a coma,
while an ambitious priest seizes power. But he
has neither the training nor the talent to rule a
nation— or even a city. Ishara is in deadly peril,
and the Wreths have not even appeared on their
continent. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
silver-chris-wooding

Software (DRM) applied.
Crashing - Chris Wooding 2003-06-01
It's the start of summer, but Jay's feeling like it's
the end of an era. He and his friends are already
drifting apart. That's why this party has got to be
a good one. Jay's invited Jo Anderson, who he's
liked for ages and tonight he's going to let her
know. But things never go according to plan.
The Haunting of Alaizabel Cray - Chris Wooding
2005-08-01
In a world similar to Victorian London, Thaniel, a
17-year-old hunter of deadly, demonic creatures
called the wych-kin, takes in a lost, possessed
girl and becomes embroiled in a plot to unleash
evil on the world.
Wild Bird - Wendelin Van Draanen 2017-09-05
From the award-winning author of The Running
Dream and Flipped comes a remarkable portrait
of a girl who has hit rock bottom but begins a
climb back to herself at a wilderness survival
camp. 3:47 a.m. That’s when they come for Wren
Clemmens. She’s hustled out of her house and
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into a waiting car, then a plane, and then taken
on a forced march into the desert. This is what
happens to kids who’ve gone so far off the rails,
their parents don’t know what to do with them
anymore. This is wilderness therapy camp. Eight
weeks of survivalist camping in the desert. Eight
weeks to turn your life around. Yeah, right. The
Wren who arrives in the Utah desert is angry
and bitter, and blaming everyone but herself.
But angry can’t put up a tent. And bitter won’t
start a fire. Wren’s going to have to admit she
needs help if she’s going to survive. "I read Wild
Bird in one long mesmerized gulp. Wren will
break your heart—and then mend it." —Nancy
Werlin, National Book Award finalist for The
Rules of Survival "Van Draanen’s Wren is real
and relatable, and readers will root for her."
—VOYA, starred review
Out of This World - Chris Wooding 2020-08-04
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy meets
Guardians of the Galaxy in this intergalactic
middle-grade adventure by Chris Wooding. If he
silver-chris-wooding

had it his way, Jack would spend his days
drawing aliens and epic space battles. But it
seems Jack's daydreams of action and adventure
will remain just that: daydreams.Until his 12th
birthday, that is. That's when Thomas, the
annoying kid from school, stumbles upon a weird
machine that sends a beam of light into the sky.
Suddenly, Jack's world is turned upside down
when intergalactic beings appear on Earth and
try to kill him. His only hope for survival is a
ragtag team of alien bounty hunters: Boston
Sark, Mazzy, Dunk, and Ilara. Through his new
companions, Jack learns of the mysterious
Gradius Clench, a precocious superspy and the
universe's most wanted kid. And he looks just
like Jack! Now, the race is on to find this elusive
Gradius Clench -- through fantastic landscapes,
seedy pirate hideaways, and worlds Jack could
only imagine -- and maybe, just maybe, figure
out how Jack fits into all of this...
Silver Surfer - J. Michael Straczynski
2008-07-23
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For untold years Norrin Radd has surfed the
galaxy, exploring the darkness between stars,
witnessing the rise and fall of vast civilizations.
Now his ride is about to come to an end. It starts
with a small spot - a blemish that will spread
until he is no more. Until then, the Silver Surfer
would undertake his final voyage - to the one
destination that has always eluded him. His
journey starts where it began. Guest-starring the
Fantastic Four! Collects Silver Surfer: Requeim
(2007) #1-4.
Girl in Translation - Jean Kwok 2010
Emigrating with her mother from Hong Kong to
Brooklyn, Kimberly Chang begins a secret
double life as an exceptional schoolgirl during
the day and sweatshop worker at night, an
existence also marked by a first crush and the
pressure to save her family from poverty. A first
novel. (General fiction).
The Black Lung Captain - Chris Wooding
2011-07-26
Chris Wooding, author of the thrilling novel
silver-chris-wooding

Retribution Falls, returns to a fantastical world
of spectacular sky battles and high-flying heroics
for another epic adventure. Deep in the heart of
the Kurg rainforest lies a long-forgotten wreck.
On board, behind a magically protected door, an
elusive treasure awaits. Good thing Darian Frey,
captain of the airship Ketty Jay, has the
daemonist Crake on board. Crake is their best
chance of getting that door open—if they can
sober him up. For a prize this enticing, Frey is
willing to brave the legendary monsters of the
forbidding island and to ally himself with a
partner who’s even less trustworthy than he is.
But what’s behind that door is not what any of
the fortune hunters expect, any more than they
anticipate their fiercest competitor for the
treasure—a woman from Frey’s past who also
happens to be the most feared pirate in the
skies.
Tales of the Ketty Jay - Chris Wooding
2017-03-09
Collects: Retribution Falls, The Black Lung
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Captain, The Iron Jackal, The Ace of Skulls Frey
is the captain of the Ketty Jay, leader of a small,
highly dysfunctional band of layabouts. An
inveterate womaniser and rogue, he and his
gang make a living on the wrong side of the law,
avoiding the heavily armed flying frigates of the
Coalition Navy. With their trio of ragged fighter
craft they run contraband, rob airships and
generally make a nuisance of themselves. In
Retribution Falls, a hot tip on a cargo freighter
loaded with valuables seems like a great
prospect for an easy heist and a fast buck. Until
the heist goes wrong, and the freighter explodes.
Suddenly Frey isn't just a nuisance anymore he's public enemy number one, with the
Coalition Navy on his tail and contractors hired
to take him down. Times are tough for the crew
in The Black Lung Captain, Enter Captain Grist.
He's heard about a crashed aircraft laden with
the treasures of a lost civilisation, and he needs
Frey's help to get it. There's only one problem.
The craft is lying in the trackless heart of a
silver-chris-wooding

remote island, populated by giant beasts and
subhuman monsters. The Iron Jackal takes them
deep into the desert heart of Samarla, the land
of their ancient enemies. To a place where the
secrets of the past lie in wait for the unwary.
Secrets that might very well cost Frey
everything. The Ace of Skulls: the last stand of
the Ketty Jay. They've been shot down, set up,
double-crossed and ripped off. They've stolen
priceless treasures, destroyed a ten-thousandyear-old Azryx city and sort-of-accidentally blew
up the son of the Archduke. Now they've gone
and started a civil war. This time, they're really
in trouble.
Pale - Chris Wooding 2012
The Lazarus Serum can save your life. Bring you
back from the dead. Only thing is, you came
back ... different. You're a Pale. An outcast. It's
the last thing Jed wants to happen to hiim. But
then, Jed's just been hit by a car ... -- cover.
Can't Look Away - Donna Cooner 2014-08-26
Torrey Grey is famous. At least, on the internet.
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Thousands of people watch her popular videos
on fashion and beauty. But when Torrey's sister
is killed in an accident -- maybe because of
Torrey and her videos -- Torrey's perfect world
implodes. Now, strangers online are bashing
Torrey. And at her new school, she doesn't know
who to trust. Is queen bee Blair only being sweet
because of Torrey's internet infamy? What about
Raylene, who is decidedly unpopular, but seems
accepts Torrey for who she is? And then there's
Luis, with his brooding dark eyes, whose family
runs the local funeral home. Torrey finds herself
drawn to Luis, and his fascinating stories about
El Dia de los Muertos, the Day of the Dead. As
the Day of the Dead draws near, Torrey will have
to really look at her own feelings about death,
and life, and everything in between. Can she
learn to mourn her sister out of the public eye?
Pandemonium - Chris Wooding 2012
Seifer Tombchewer, a peasant boy living in the
macabre Darkling Realm, proves his worth when
he is forced to impersonate the missing Prince
silver-chris-wooding

Talon Pandemonium as diplomat, warrior, and
Lord Defender of the Realm.
Empire of Shadows - Miriam Forster 2014-11-04
Perfect for fans of romantic fantasies like The
Girl of Fire and Thorns and Graceling, Empire of
Shadows takes readers on a spellbinding journey
into a world with a divided society, deadly
courtiers, heroic traitors, and deeply laid
conspiracies. Cast out by her family three years
ago, Mara turned to the only place that would
take her—an order where students train to
protect others. But Mara is stunned when
guarding a noble girl in the Empire's capital
turns out to be more dangerous than she
could've imagined. More shocking still, Mara
finds the boy she thought she'd lost forever
outside the gates of her new home. Mara knew
the dizzying capital city would hold dangers.
How could she have known that her heart, as
well as her life, would be at stake?
The Braided Path - Chris Wooding 2012-04-05
An omnibus volume of the acclaimed oriental
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fantasy from one of the genre's most exciting
young talents The story of an exotic oriental
world. The empire of Saramyr has relied on the
secretive sect of Weavers for far too long. Now
the Weavers, manipulating space and time
through the Weave of existence, are plotting the
overthrow of the families. Their motives twisted
by the Witchstones they draw their power from.
As the empire crumbles the disowned abbearant
daughter of the empire and a few scattered
rebels must find out the secret of the true nature
of the witchstones and rescue the empire from
depravity and the rule of demons. Chris Wooding
has an unrivalled flair for Machiavellian plotting,
explosive description and memorable young
characters. This is the ideal first adult fantasy
for his teenage fans.
Stung - Bethany Wiggins 2013-04-02
When the honeybee population disappears and a
pandemic sweeps across the planet, the
government tried a bio-engineered cure even
deadlier than the problem. Branded with the
silver-chris-wooding

mark of the vaccine, Fiona must navigate this
new dystopian world. But there's no cure for
being stung. . . Fiona doesn't remember going to
sleep. But when she opens her eyes, she
discovers her entire world has been altered-her
house is abandoned and broken, and the entire
neighborhood is barren and dead. Even stranger
is the tattoo on her right wrist-a black oval with
five marks on either side-that she doesn't
remember getting but somehow knows she must
cover at any cost. And she's right. When the
honeybee population collapsed, a worldwide
pandemic occurred and the government tried to
bio-engineer a cure. Only the solution was
deadlier than the original problem--the
vaccination turned people into ferocious, deadly
beasts who were branded as a warning to unvaccinated survivors. Key people needed to
rebuild society are protected from disease and
beasts inside a fortress-like wall. But Fiona has
awakened branded, alone-and on the wrong side
of the wall . . . Don't miss these other books by
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Bethany Wiggins: Stung: Stung Cured The
Transference Trilogy: The Dragon's Price The
Dragon's Curse Shifting
The Nightmare Thief - Nicole Lesperance
2021-01-12
For fans of A Snicker of Magic and The
Miscalculations of Lightning Girl comes a
suspenseful dark fantasy duology, perfect for
middle school readers that love stories of magic
and sisterhood with a dash of danger. Maren
Partridge loves working in her family's dream
shop where she can hand-craft any dream
imaginable. The shop has only one rule. Dreams
cannot be given to a person without their
consent. Maren has no problem with this—until
her sister, Hallie, has an accident that leaves her
in a coma. Maren's certain she can cure Hallie
with a few well-chosen dreams. And when no
one is watching, she slips her a flying dream.
But a strange new customer from the shop has
been following Maren and knows what she did.
Now she's laid the perfect trap to blackmail
silver-chris-wooding

Maren into creating custom nightmares for a
dark and terrible purpose. As Maren gets drawn
further into the sinister scheme, she must make
a choice: to protect her family or to protect the
town from her family's magic. Pick up the first
book in the Nightmare Thief duology if you are
looking for: Suspenseful stories of magical
realism for kids with a side of danger Gifts for 11
year old girls, 13 year old girls, and any young
reader 11-14 that loves fantasy Books that
explore bullying, family ties, and feature strong
female characters Books for 4th graders, and
any classroom with grades 3-8
Retribution Falls - Chris Wooding 2011-04-26
Sky piracy is a bit out of Darian Frey’s league.
Fate has not been kind to the captain of the
airship Ketty Jay—or his motley crew. They are
all running from something. Crake is a
daemonist in hiding, traveling with an armored
golem and burdened by guilt. Jez is the new
navigator, desperate to keep her secret from the
rest of the crew. Malvery is a disgraced doctor,
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drinking himself to death. So when an
opportunity arises to steal a chest of gems from
a vulnerable airship, Frey can’t pass it up. It’s an
easy take—and the payoff will finally make him a
rich man. But when the attack goes horribly
wrong, Frey suddenly finds himself the most
wanted man in Vardia, trailed by bounty hunters,
the elite Century Knights, and the dread queen
of the skies, Trinica Dracken. Frey realizes that
they’ve been set up to take a fall but doesn’t
know the endgame. And the ultimate answer for
captain and crew may lie in the legendary
hidden pirate town of Retribution Falls. That’s if
they can get there without getting blown out of
the sky.
Havoc - Chris Wooding 2010
Having escaped from the comic book world of
Malice alone, Seth must decide whether to
remain there, or return to Malice, where his best
friend Kady is trapped and plotting to overthow
Tall Jake with the help of a rebel group called
Havoc.
silver-chris-wooding

Poison - Chris Wooding 2014-05-01
Perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman and Tim Burton,
this is no ordinary fairy tale. When Poison's baby
sister is stolen by phaeries, Poison sets off on an
incredible and dangerous journey to get her
sister back from the Phaerie Lord. But as Poison
travels to the Realm of Phaerie, she discovers
that her story - and her destiny - is not in her
control, and that she will need all her wits about
her to survive. A fantasy where the power of
story maybe the only thing that will save you,
and where imagination knows no bounds.
Silver - Chris Wooding 2013-05-01
Who will turn silver next? When a boy is bitten
by a strange silver beetle, he becomes the first
victim of a terrifying virus. It turns flesh into
metal and humans into machines. The whole
world to sparkling, bloodthirsty silver...
Crown Duel - Sherwood Smith 1997
To fulfill their father's dying wish, teenage
Countess Meliara and her brother Branaric
organize a revolution against a greedy king.
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The Weavers Of Saramyr - Chris Wooding
2010-08-26
A richly textured, darkly evocative fantasy set in
a beautifully realised fantasy world, the Saramyr
trilogy tells the story of an empire that rules
over a land being overwhelmed by evil. An evil
that comes from within the empire's centre, a
sect of magicians close to the throne intent on
killing any child born with magical powers. But
now the empress has given birth to just such a
child and revolution is brewing. Akin to the
works of Robin Hobb, this is a hugely involving
fantasy set in a world with an enticing oriental
flavour.
The Restless Dead - Deborah Noyes 2009
Presents ten stories featuring such characters
from the world of the undead as vampire
romantics, grave stalkers, and devil
worshippers, written by diverse authors which
include Holly Black, Herbie Brennan, and
Marcus Sedgwick.
The Ascendancy Veil - Chris Wooding
silver-chris-wooding

2010-08-26
The final part of the critically acclaimed Braided
Path trilogy The war that is tearing apart the
ancient Empire of Saramyr is reaching its
apocalyptic conclusion. The Weavers have
stepped from the shadows and taken control, the
capital is a demon-haunted nightmare, the land
ridden by pestilence. New, terrifying demons,
immune to all but magic, have been unleashed
on the cities and armies of the resistance
movement. And the Aberrant hordes are
seemingly without end. As the madness of the
weavers takes hold their tactics become even
more crazed and bloody, and thousands are
dying on both sides. Someone must stop the
weavers, someone must discover the secrets of
what lies at the bottom of the massive pits they
have dug across Saramyr. This is the final
volume of what has proved to be one of the most
original, exotic and exciting epic fantasies of the
21st century. Chris Wooding melds an
extraordinary imagination with deft
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characterisation and a flair for gripping plots.
Broken Sky - Chris Wooding 1999
Broken Sky is an epic tale of fighting fantasy,
inspired by Japanese manga comics and videos.
Kia and Ryushi are 16-year-old twins. They live a
sheltered life, and their father is preparing them
for the perils to come.
The Ember Blade - Chris Wooding 2018-09-20
Empires rise, civilisations fall and one culture
comes to subsume another. It's the way of the
world . . . sometimes ways of life are improved,
sometimes they are not. But the progression of
change is huge and - usually - unstoppable. In
this story, the Ossian way of life is fading and
the Dachen way is taking its place and Aren is
comfortable with that. Even when his parents
are accused of treason he supports the
establishment and maintains there's been some
mistake . . . which is all it takes to get himself
and his best friend arrested . . . Thrown into a
prison mine they plan their escape - only to be
overtaken by events when they're rescued, and
silver-chris-wooding

promptly find themselves in the middle of an
ambush. By the time they've escaped, they're
unavoidably linked to Garric - their unwelcome
saviour - and his quest to overturn to Dachen
way of life. If they leave Garric now, they'll be
arrested or killed by their pursuers. If they turn
him in, Garric will kill them. If they stay with
him, they'll be abetting a murderous quest they
don't believe in. There are no good options - but
Aren will still have to choose a path . . .
Designed to return to classic fantasy adventures
and values, from a modern perspective, this is a
fast-moving coming-of-age trilogy featuring a
strong cast of diverse characters, brilliant setpieces and a strong character and plot driven
story.
Maybe He Just Likes You - Barbara Dee
2020-09-15
2019 The Washington Post Best Children’s Book
of the Year (Erin Entrada Kelly Pick) A 2020 ALA
Notable Children’s Book “The novel’s all-toofamiliar scenario offers a springboard for
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discussion among middle schoolers…Easily
grasped scenarios and short chapters help make
this timely #MeToo story accessible to a wide
audience.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Realistic and heartbreaking.” —BCCB Barbara
Dee explores the subject of #MeToo for the
middle grade audience in this heartwrenching—and ultimately uplifting—novel
about experiencing harassment and unwanted
attention from classmates. For seventh-grader
Mila, it starts with some boys giving her an
unwanted hug on the school blacktop. A few
days later, at recess, one of the boys (and fellow
trumpet player) Callum tells Mila it’s his
birthday, and asks her for a “birthday hug.” He’s
just being friendly, isn’t he? And how can she
say no? But Callum’s hug lasts a few seconds too
long, and feels…weird. According to her friend,
Zara, Mila is being immature and overreacting.
Doesn’t she know what flirting looks like? But
the boys don’t leave Mila alone. On the bus. In
the halls. During band practice—the one place
silver-chris-wooding

Mila could always escape. It doesn’t feel like
flirting—so what is it? Thanks to a chance
meeting, Mila begins to find solace in a new
place: karate class. Slowly, with the help of a
fellow classmate, Mila learns how to stand her
ground and how to respect others—and herself.
From the author of Everything I Know About
You, Halfway Normal, and Star-Crossed comes
this timely story of a middle school girl standing
up and finding her voice.
The Fade - Chris Wooding 2008-09-18
The astonishing new fantasy from the awardwinning author of The Haunting of Alaizabel
Cray A subterranean world of vast caverns,
underground seas, crystalline forests. A
civilisation born of darkness, in darkness,
protected by shadows. A city of merchants,
whose eyes have turned upward to the surface,
where the lethal light of day beats down on their
world. A conspiracy so vast that it will swallow
them all ... A stunningly original fantasy from a
multi-award winning author. With a beautiful
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baroque world, sharp characterisation and Chris
Wooding's trademark insight into the fantasy
genre, the dawning of Halflight is an event more
than worth waiting for.
Worst-Case Collin - Rebecca Caprara
2021-09-28
Twelve-year-old Collin has a plan to survive any
worst-case scenario. Avalanche? No problem.
Riptide? Stay calm. He's 100% prepared for
every disaster...except maybe his home life.
Collin is always prepared for something to go
wrong. Ever since he lost his mom in a car
accident, he's been journaling about how to
overcome things like avalanches, riptides, or
even a bad case of halitosis. Meanwhile, Collin's
father grows more distant by the day, and has
started hoarding things throughout their house.
Determined to hide his home life from his
friends, Collin navigates middle school alongside
the hilarious and clueless Liam, and Georgia,
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who Collin may have feelings for. Can Collin
learn to be vulnerable around those he loves,
even when he can't control every possible
scenario?
The Honest Truth - Dan Gemeinhart
2015-03-05
Mark has been in and out of hospital his whole
life - and he's fed up. So when his cancer
returns, he decides he's had enough. Running
away with his dog Beau, he sets out to climb a
mountain - and it's only when he's left
everything behind that Mark realises he has
everything to live for.
Silver - Chris Wooding 2014
Students find silvery beetles on school grounds,
and when the beetles attack them and a
mysterious virus starts spreading, a group of
mismatched students must work together to
survive -- Publisher.
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